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The Loom Knowledge Representation Language

Robert Mac Gregor
Raymond Bates

USC/Information Sciences Institute
4676 Admiralty Way

Marina del Rey, CA 90292

Abstract Loom's architecture strongly reflects the view that

the variety of inferences provided by a comprehensive

The lengthening lifetimes of intelligent systems, and knowledge representation system can best be performed
the desire to share or re-use knowledge bases, has created by a well-integrated collection of specialized reasoning
within the Al community the need for application-
independent knowledge representation systems. The components, rather than by a single, general-purpose
Loom system being developed at ISI represents the latest reasoner. KL-ONE-style systems (e.g., KL-ONE, KL-
in a series of "classification-based" knowledge represen-

tation systems developed to meet this need.' In Loom, TWO (Vilain 851, KRYPTON [Brachman, Fikes, and

the traditional single-classifier architecture is replaced by Levesque 831, and BACK lvon Luck 871) have tradition-
one containing a collection of classifiers which exhibit in-
creasingly powerful inference capabilities. This paper ally divided their knowledge space into two partitions,

describes the knowledge representation language called the "Terminological Box" and the =Assertional
developed for the Loom system. Box", and have utilized two distinct reasoners

(terminological and assertional) to carry out their in-
1. Introduction

Loom2" represents a recent entry into the K-ONE ferences. Loom's principle architectural contribution Is

to introduce two additional partitions (the "Universal[Brachrnan and Schmolze 85) family of knowledge
Box" and the "Default Box"), each having its own as-

representation systems. Loom directly succeeds the NIKL
sociated reasoning comnponent.

system [Schmolze and Lipkis 83, Moser 831 developed

jointly by ISI and BBN. During NIKL's lifetime, the Complementing this increase in the number of

NIKL user community produced a rather extensive list of domain-independent reasoners embedded in the system

extensions that they wished to see in future versions of architecture is a growing library of domain-speciflc,

NIKL [Kaczmarek 88). Loom's designers determined that "narrow-coveraie" reasoners. Currently these inclde

these needs could best be achieved by redesigning and facilities for computing or reasoning about transitive rela-

reimplementing NIKL. The result is a nore flexible ar- tions, sets, intervals, and some elementary forms of

chitecture which preserves the strengths of the original numeric reasoning. These reasoners; can be invoked in-
NIKI. while admitting some i.'w and powerful forms of dependently, or called by the broad-coverage reasoners.

reasoning.
The trick in integrating this collection of reasoners

is to develop a language for expressing knowledge which
iThtis research is supported by the Defense Advanced Research

Il'ojects Agent) under Contract .DAg03-81.C-0335 Views and emphasizes the overall coherence and uniformity of the
cwi-liowii conta;rie4 in this piper are the authors' and should not structures. Loom a l this goal by
ie interreri-d ' rer-esenting the official opinion of DARPA. the knowledge accomplishes

* (;, ernmefnt or sny rerson or acency connected with them building on the "concept-centered" view of kno%%ledge

' ra,, fir rrteriacring sets of threads or yamns to employed in KI.-ONE (and NMKI.). Accordingly. all

i ''h ".tr' universal and default kw)%l ,,.cl is attached to slecific

- .4~V( - J
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concepts. In a similar vein, sets, intervals, and relations The "Universal" Box (UBox) widens the scope of

(including transitive and composite relations) are all real- thlngs we can say about (generic) concepts to include cer-

ized as specialized forms of concepts -- their definitions ain forms of knowledge about the "real world". In the

share a uniform syntax, and each of them has its own UBox we can attach necessary conditions to a concept

sublattice within the concept taxonomy. definition. For example, we can state that "live-persons

necessarily have heads", i.e.,

This paper introduces the syntax and semantics of Vz[Live-Person(x) - 3ly head(x, y')].

that portion of the Loom knowledge representation Ian- In the UBox we can also state conditions which are suf-

guage which represents meta-level knowledge. We in- ficient, but not necessary to recognize an instance of a

elude discussions on some of the types of inference which concept. For example, we can say that "all featherless

can be performed by the Loom system. We begin by bipeds are human", i.e.,

defining the four broad types of knowledge managed by Vz[Featherlees-Biped(x) -. Human(x)].

the Loom system, and then discuss each of the "Boxes"

devoted to representing meta-level knowledge. The ap- A second, more powerful classifier is associated with

pendices include the knowledge bases used to illustrate the UBox. The UBox classifier makes its inferences

examples of Loom syntax. A longer version of this paper (classifications) on the basis of combined TBox and UBox

[Mac Gregor 871 contains a complete definition of the knowledge.

Loom system.

The "Default" Box is the proper location for

2. Boxes representing "assumptions" or "default knowledge". For

In order to accurately define concepts and relations example, in it we can state such things as default values:

in Loom, it is necessary to have an understanding of how "If nothing has been asserted about the color of some

Loom treats various "kinds" of knowledge within the sys- elephant x, make the assumption 'color(x Grey)'." We

tern. Loom partitions its knowledge space into four can also state some limited forms of closed-world assump-

"Boxes", called the Terminological, Uniyersal, Default, tions:3 "If some paper P has K authors, assume that it

and Assertional Boxes. This section presents a brief has only K authors."

characterization of each of these four kinds of knowledge.

Later sections will present specifics on the expressive fea- The knowledge represented in the Default [Box i,

tures available with each of the Loom boxes, used to make some very limited types of ifferences

during the process of realization. A full-blown use of

Definitions within the "Terminological Box" (TBox) default knowledge would seem to require the inclusion of

serve to define the "terms" in our knowledge represen- a non-monotonic reasoning capability into Loom. This is

tation scheme ( IBrachman. Fikes, and Levesque 83] con- beyond the scope of our current effort.

tains a good discussion of Ahat kind of knowledge is con-"-

sidered to be "terminological"). A TBox definition yields The Assertional Box (A3ox) is the repository for

a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for recogniz- assertions about individuals. For example, we might

ing an instance of some concept. Within Loom, the or-

ganization (cl .sification) of concepts is based strictly on

the term in logical kn, 'leke available to the system. defsultthe AlL,, L'u., 11
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place in the ABox the assertion that Clyde is a white "default values") tends to be dumped unceremoniously

elephant by making the assertions: into a "rule base", i.e., such systems provide no formal

(assert (Elephant Clyde) (color Clyde white)). scheme for structuring that knowledge.

The effect of these assertions is to create an instance in 3. Basile Terminology

the ABox of the concept Elephant (unless Clyde already Here we take time-out to formalize some of our

exists in the AI3ox) and to assign to the color role of the terms.

object Clyde the value whte. By a concept we moan an "intentional description"

Loom,, ha. extended NIKLs terminological language of something. The most general instance of a concept is
CNIKL 'Robins 861 to include expressions of universal called "Thing". A relation is a concept which defines a

set of k-tuples, with k being fixed for each individual
and default knowledge. We believe that it is beneficial to

associate each fragment of universal or default knowledge relation. By convention, the the term "concept" is often

with a particular concept: thus, we have chosen to extend used to refer to (the more specialized notion of) a unary

the syntax of the original defconcept (and defrelation) relation. Thus, the deconcept form defines a unary
relation.primitives, rather than to add new (top-level) constructs

to the terminological language. The Engines and Cars
A binary-relation for which the roles domain and

knowledge base in Figure A-i illustrates some Loom con- rbnemrange have been assigned will be called a mapping. By

cept declarations. The original CNIKL definition of a convention, the term "relation" may be used in place of
concept serves as its definitional component. An the word "mapping", and the form defrelation is used
"axioms" clause states universal knowledge about a con- t.pTg.nto define a mapping. The most general instance ofa
cept, while a "defaults" clause states default knowledge. m i cl pt T L m emapping is called "maps-tom.il The Loom implemen- .i

tation is intended to accommodate relations of order
Engineering Note:

Our introduction of a new type of reasoner (the greater than two, but a complete syntax for defining

higher-order relations has not yet been worked out. A
eliox clanwsifhr) puts us in line with what we see s a

lung-range trend towards knowledge representation ar- relation which ha been reified (equated with a unary
chitectures which %ill employ increasing numbers of spe- concept of the same name) is termed a reotionehip.

cialized reasoners. As the number of reasoners within a The domain of a mapping is not considered to be a

single system increa. es. it will become increasingly impor- part of its (TBox) definition. The association of a map-

tant that sonic organizing principle ir available to in- ping with a particular (domain) concept, other than the

tegrate these various reasoners. Our decision to organize concept THING, induces a sub-relation we call a role.5 A ,

all universal and default knou ledge within the context of role retriction which associates a mapping .I with a

'aricu.:ar cncjt.- illu.-trates a belief that the "concept- concept C defines a role RCA% such that RC is a subset ..

oriented" (a.k.a. "frane-oriented") approach will prove of % and has domain C. A value retriction is a role

to be :i -uccc ,ful organizing principle for wider and

,Aider cl:.-es of knolcdg,,. Such an approach may be .

contraste I with that of the current generation of rule- maps-to" corresponds to the NIKL relation "MostGeneralRole" hi

!,.'sed sv-:vms (inlulin hv\ridl frame- and rule-based -ie. '" - " >R~~Sloles aIre seen ", %irti ,; .&A i:, i..: e • there are nlo Il'u(-"

systems): in those systems, knowledge which we have turs i theI sstem ahtch can be ldentirie!as roles

: u :i vr-al ,r dc.f:, lt kn,, lelge (other than ,,

. ll
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restriction which restricts the range of RcM, while a To recognize an ABox object/instance x means to

number restriction is a role restriction which places compute the set of concepts {C} such that for each C i, x

bounds on the number of role fillers of RCM that can be is an instance of C i, and x is not an instance of any des-

associated with a single instance of C. A composition of cendant of C i. The set {C} is referred to as the %ISG of

mappings MP ..... Mk such that the domain of M, is x. In an informal discussion we may use the term

restricted to a particular concept (other than THING) is "classification" to refer to either the classification or the

called a role chain, recognition process.

i!

Loom distinguishes between "primitive" and 4. The TBox

"defined" concepts (and relations). A concepts is In this section we present the syntax arid semantics

primitive if no complete definition can be given for it of TBox definitions for (unary) concepts, (mapping) rela-

(see [Vilain 84, p. 540 or , Brachman and Schmolze 85]); tions, sets and intervals. Occasionally within this discus-

otherwise it is defined. Concepts and relations are or- sion we will pause to point out some of the deductions

ganized into a taxonomy based on a partial-ordering rela- which the Loom classifier will (or will not) be able to

tion called "specializes". A concept C1 specializes a con- make. These comments are intended to foster an ap-

cept C, if and only if membership in C1 entails member- preciation for what kinds of inference one can expect

ship in C.,. i.e. iff from a classifier. Next comes a brief discussion outlining

Vx[CI(X) - C2 (x)]. our reasons for prohibiting cyclically-defined concepts.

An instance of a specializes relation between two concepts and we conclude with a presentation of three additional

may be declared explicitly in a concept definition, or it restrictions which Loom imposes on TBox definitions.

may be deduced by the classifier. eoct d rei
41.1. Defconcept and Defrelation d,

A value is an object which corresponds to a logical A formal semantics for the term-forming operations

constant in a knowledge base, and is typically left un- defconcept and defrelatlon appears as Appendix B. The

defined in a knowledge base. The numbers 1, 3, and 8.2, simple definitional constructs listed in the figure can be

and the sexes Male and Female are examples of values, combined within a concept or relation definition to form

A concept which is defined by enumerating its instances compound definitions. The semantics for such a corn-

is called a set. Currently, all of the sets we define in the pound definition are defined as the logical conjunction of

TBox are sets of values. Number and Sex are examples the individual lambda definitions.

of sets. A (denumerable) set for which precedessor and

successor relations exist is termed an interval, e.g., In- For example, referring to the Engines and Cars k,

teger and Days-of-the-Week are intervals, in Figure A-1, suppose we declare a new concept

(defconcept, ( specializes Engine)

To claseify a concept means to link it into the (restriction cylinders ( ain 4) ( max 6))
(restriction fuel ( vr Gasoline)))

specialization lattice so that (i) it is below all concepts Tis concept means "an engine fueled by gaoline \ hi'"

which it specializes, and (ii) it is above all concepts which has between -1 and 6 cylinders." The Tox cl.ifier .speciahas bete. -1l aont sp6ii cylirah'ert.o ThSeo TR)xclsI-
specialize it. The most specific generalization (,SG) of discover that this concept specializes the concept labe'led

a concept is the set of those concepts which are/would Internal-Cobustton-Engine.

become it- dir,.,:t anc .-tors (parents) if it were classified.
.I
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The Familial Relations KB in Figure A-4 illustrates truth of (greater-than 200 120) , and will involve

how defrelation constraints can be combined to form reasoning about the transitivity of the greater-than rela-

terms for the relations parent, father, grandfather, etc. tion. During a 1988 NIKL users workshop [Moore 88),

The classifier will determine, among other things, that Ron Brachman discussed the possibility of extending a

grandfather specializes grandparent and that parent and NIKL-like system to include a couple of new "boxes" in

grandparent, specialize ancestors. A few short-hand nots- addition to the traditional TBox and ABox. One of those

tions are provided in addition to the operators illustrated boxes he termed a "Mathematics Box", which would be a

in Figure A-4. The following pairs of forms are equiv- specialized reasoner with the ability to derive mathemati-

alent: cal inferences in conjunction with the TBox reasoner.

The forms The numerical reasoning facility just hinted at represents

an embryonic step in the direction of developing a full- _F
restriction 14 C number k)) and %

( restriction M (:min k) (:max It)). fledged mathematics box. .. "

the forms I

restriction ( vrdIff M C) .) and We will conclude this section will an example con-

(.restriction taning definitions for which Loom cannot deduce the ir-
(defrelation ( specializes 1) (:range C)) t.ai ;d.ew

plied subsumption relations. Referring to the Familial .file form, , .',

Relations KB again, consider the following definitions of
restriction ( closure-of M) . .) and
restriction (defrelation (:closure-of )) ) a concept named "Only-Child": % ,

(def concept Only-Child-I

Loom's constraint clause extends the CNIKL con- (:constraint equals self (parent child)))
(defconcept Only-Child-2

struct referred to as a "role-constraint" or "role-value- (:restriction siblings (sixa 0))).

ma," by (1) allow ing for other operators than just set- The current Loom classifier cannot deduce that the con-

equality and set-containment, and (2) allowing a value to cepts Only-Child-i and Only-Child-2 are equivalent.

take the Jilace of a role-chain. The argument OCP" in The NIKL classifier is similarly unable to deduce this

the clause equivalence relation (when applied to CNIKL analogues

constraint CP of the above definitions). Our current development 4-

must name a r,lation which falls in the sublattice rooted philosophy is that we are committed to developing a sys-

at the rcl:stiori Compute-Relation. Figure A-2 illustrates tem which makes inferences which are sound, but not

some compute relations. The operato-s for computing necessarily complete. One of the philosophical goals of

set-equality, set-inequality, and set-cont...nment are other the Loom system is to investigate empirically where the

examples of co::mpute relations. boundaries should be on the expressive power of a TBox.

Once those bounds have been more-or-less established, it

Again r,:',.rrii;g to the Engines KB, let us declare may be appropriate to revive the goal of developing a

t%,o lew conc,; t:-: reasoner which is as complete as we can make it. -.-

(defconcept Big-Engine
( constraint greater-than (borse-power) 120)) 4.2. Defet and Derinterval

(defconcept Very-Sig-Engine
( constraint greater-than (horse-power) 200)) This section describes the operators defeet and

\%'fJ I :J ! r ) u: :r:t I thi' Loom classifier so that it will be definterval, which can be employed to define sets and
t' t 11 intervals, and also to define concepts corresponding to

ig -Er.gle. I!' :,iiIsi, %ill iiecessitate recognizing the the values enumerated in thoe !-i ts, 'intervals. Our ex- -
•-- L r o z

- .. ',- -
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amples will reference the Sets and Intervals KB in Figure cepts Seaman-Recruit, Seaman-Apprentice, Admiral.

A-3. 6 The implied declaration for Admiral is

(defconcept Admiral (:specializes Naval-Person) N

In many cases, there is a tight coupling between (:restriction Naval-Rank Admiral))7

values in a set or interval which represent "qualities" Because Naval-Rank is specified as an interval.

(e.g., the sex Male or the color Red) and concepts such as rather that as a set, the relations "successor" and

ale-Animal or Red-Thing which are defined by having "predecessor" are defined for its instances. Their defini-

one of their attributes restricted to the corresponding tion corresponds to the order of values in the "values"

value: Definitions for Male-Animal and Red-Thing might clause. For example, (successor Commander Captain) is

be true. The successor and predecessor relations may ap-

(defconcept Male-Animal (:epecializes Animal) pear within the role chains of a constraint clause. A
(:restriction sex (:vr male))) sca ef

(def concept Red-Thitng square-bracket notation can be employed to deine a

(:specializes Monochrome-Thing)
(:restriction color (:vr Red))) (contiguous) subset of an interval. This is illustrated in

Thus, we have the definition of the set Naval-Officer-Rank, and in the

definitions below that for Natural-Number,
Vr[(Animal(x) A sex(x, M'fale)) - Male-Animal(x)]. Positive-Integer, and Non-Negative-Integer. TheVX[(.%fonochrome-Thin9(x) A color(x, .\Idle)) Pmtv-n~gr n o-eateItgr h -,

• . Red-Thing(x)]. semantics of subsumption for intervals is the same as

The Loom syntax for sets and intervals includes an op- that for sets. For example, the interval defined by

tional "partitions" clause which produces the set of (definterval (:specializes Integer)

definitions needed to characterize this behavior. (:values 3 7 5))

The declaration specializes the interval defined as

(definterval (:specializes Integer)(defset Sex (:valuesae Female)) C.X.

defines a set Sex and the values male and Female. To in-

troduce the concepts Male-Animal and Female-Animal, we 4.3. How to Avoid Cycles

A concept (or relation) definition depends on
can augment our definition with the clause

another definition if it references the other concept by
(partitions Animal) (Figure A-3 illustrates the com-

name within its definition. If these depends-on links
plete definition). This larger declaration implicitly fesed

de lre h f low n xp e si n :form a cycle, then we say that the de fiitions ivoled -.-
declares the following expressions:

are cyclic. The designers of the NIK. system expressly
(defrelation Sex :primitive

axioms ( domain Animal) ( range Sex))) permitted cyclic definitions. llowever, the semantics as-
(defconcept Male-Animal (:specializes Animal) sociated with cyclic CNIKL definitions as never fully %
( restriction Sex Male)) %"-.

(def concept Female-Animal ( specializes Animal) worked out. and the behavior of the NIKI. classifier Ahen
C restriction Sex Female)) c"it encou ntercl c. h. :i. Ca:r true~ ,;t I,'t~,r -.,,

In addition, the declaration for the concept Animal is aug- has taken an opposite position -- cyclic definitions are il-
mented by a clause which indicates that Male-Animal and honin• ~legal in Loom. -',

Female-Animal form a disjoint covering of Animal. lglnom
6 In the declaration of "NavaI-Ra O" the clause t ufrx Nii)"

\We next turn our attention to the interval prevented the suffix ".NavaI-Person" from berrig al.pended to each

.aval-ar.k dt-rmi, in Figure A-3. The declaration of new concept Q--

.a-;al -Rar,k implies tlie definition of a relation 7Observe that the concepts "admir. ., anid 'Adlniral a..,
naval-rank" have the same name Lom %ill autittaticall add suf- *'

Na.aI-RanK. an1 a-, implies the declaration of the con- fixes *-I' and *-2" to distmnguoh trtei thrit ,

-.-. %

LO .~ -#.°,



A primary motivation for allowing cycles was to sal knowledge into four categories. Referring to universal ,

avoid placing a restriction on what concepts could appear knowledge that is attached to a concept "P", the

within a value restriction clause. Consider the following categories are:

definition of Human: 1. Contingent restrictions and constraints -

(defconcept Human :primitive (:specializes Mammal) these are restrictions or constraints which
(:restriction parents (:vr Human))) necessarily apply to an instance "x" if P(x)

holds. These are often called "necessary
The value restriction (:vr Human) allows the system to conditions";

infer "If an individual is Human, then so are its parents,
2. Implications -- these are statements of theand their parents, and so on." Because that value form "P implies Q" (where Q is a concept

restriction is self-referential (defining a cycle of length which does not subsume P). Often called

one), it is not permitted in Loom. However, Loom does "sufficient conditions";

allow an equivalent restriction to be expressed as an 3. Equivalences - these are statements of the

axiom in the UBox: form "P if and only if Q". Often called
"necessary and sufficient conditions";

(defconcept Human :prlimltlve (:speclalizes Mammal)
(:axioms 4. Other non-definitional knowledge about con-

(:restriction parents (:vr Human)))) cepts and relations. Currently this knowledge

Thus, we retain in Loom the ability to make statements consists of covering relations, disjointness rela-
tions, marking concepts as "individual", and

such as, "the parents of humans are also human"; we domain and range constraints on mappings.

just don't allow them to be included as a part of the

(terminological) definition of a concept. 5.1.1. Contingent Restrictions and Constraints

The "axioms" clause of a concept or relation defini-

5. The UBox tion states universal knowledge which applies to that con-

The knowledge which we place in the Universal box cept or relation. The Engines and Cars KB of Figure A-1

augments individual TBox definitions with what we call illustrates several such clauses. The next few examples ..

universal or contingent knowledge. The expressive power will be drawn from that KB.

of the Loom language increases significantly when the

definitional language is extended to include expressions of The clause

universal knowledge. This combined language admits a (:axioms (:res (:vrdiff has-component Engine)
(:number )))

correspondingly larger class of inferences.
which appears in the definition of car is an example of a

This section will first define the different types of "i"contingent restriction". The meaning of the clause is
knowledge which we class as "universal". Next, we in- Vx[Cax) - 3 exactly one y

troduce the notion of a "stable" classifier, which serves (has-component(x, y) A Engine(y))].

to sharpen the definitional boundary between ter- This is sometimes referred to as a "necessary condition"

minological and universal knowledge. Finally, we will because it translates as "it is necessarily the case that a

present the representational model and classification algo- car has exactly one engine." In general, the meaning of a

rithm adopted by the Loom architecture to handle restriction (or constraint) appearing within an "axioms" N.
universal knowledge. clause of a def concept form defining a concept C is, " this Ne

restriction (constraint) applies to all objects which are in-

5. 1. Types of Universal Knowledge stances of C".

In anticipation of our later discussion on how Loom

represents universal knowledge, we will group our univer-

%



5.1.2. Implications and Equivalence Relations each of the C i definitions. Our definition of the concepts

The clause (:axioms (:implies Car)) which ap- Dlebel-0i1-Englne, Thing-Witli-Glow-Plugs,

pears within the defconcept form which defines Very-High-Compression-Engine, and Diesel-Engine in

Batt.ery-Powered-Vehicle is an example of an Figure A-1 illustrates this type of modeling.
implication. Its meaning is j

implicationItsoeradVning is a.1.3. Coverings and Disjointness Classes
VfBat t ry/-Powered-Vehiclc() -~ Car(x)]. A covering for a concept "A" is a set of concepts

This form of knowledge is sometimes called a "sufficient whose union contains A. Loom syntax requires that the""
condition" because it can be translated as "to determine womu

concepts within such a covering specialize A, so that theis x is an Car, it is sufficient to determine that x is a

Battery-Powered-Vehicle." union of the covering concepts equals A. The meaning of
the clause (:axioms (:covering B C)) within a

It is important to distinguish the difference in
def concept for A is , .

semantics between an implication (an "implies" relation) pfAi
VX[A(x) - (B(x) V C(x))].

and a "specializes" relation. While the logical form as-
Declarations of unary coverings (coverings containing a

sociated with each of them is identical, the semantics of

the specializes relation is significantly stronger. The single concept) are illegal in Loom because the c are aogi-

statement "B specializes A" says not only that (1) B tally equivalent to "implies" relations, and hence are l-

implies A, but also that (2) B's (TBox) definition in- redundant0

cludes the definition of A, and (3) B inherits the (UTBox) A disjointness class is a set of concepts which are

properties of A. declared to be mutually disjoint. A disjointness class is
always defined with respect to a concept which subsumes

A two-way implication established between a pair%
of concepts defines an equivalence relation. More the members of the class. The meaning of the clause

generally, any cycle of implications through a set of con- (:axiomm (:dimjoint B C))

cepts establishes an equivalence relation between each within a def concept for A is

pair of concepts in that set. Suppose a set of concepts Vx[B(x) .-. -'C(x)].

{Ca} have been defined such that they are pairwise- A disjoint -covering of a concept A enumerates a set .,
equivalent. While the TBox sees the C i as distinct con- A n ncu t

of concepts which partition A, i.e., it is interpreted as the
cepts, the UBox view of this knowledge sees a single con-

cept C1 . which combines all of the knowledge declared in logical conjunction of a covering declaration and a dis-

each of the C i (this is described in more detail in section jointness declaration.

5.3.). This means that universal knowledge (other than The Numeric-Comparison KB in Figure A-2 l-

the "implies" relations) can be distributed in any number
lustrates some declarations of coverings and fis joint-

of ways among the Cs. and the semantics will always be
coverings. The covering defined for the relation

the same.
numeric-comparison declares that the relations

The preferred way to model a set of equivalent con- greater-or-equal and less-or-equal cover

cepts {C} is to explicitly declare an additional concept C numeric-comparison. The disjoint-covering declaration

% hich specializes each of the C,, and which contains all of for greater-or-equal states both tha" greater-or-equal

thr universal knowledge associated with the Ca, except is covered by greater-than and equal. :nl that the rvl:a-

tions greater-than and equal are disjoint. Loom ""fc, r a clause (axioms (implies W) %hich appears ine.

-"J . % . . . .. . . ..- . . . . . . . ."
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provides functions for asking questions about (declared or about a relation. The declaration

derived) disjointness and covering relations, such as "Are (defrelation N ...

concepts A and B disjoint?", "Do concepts A, B, and C (:axoa. (:donai A) (:rams 8)))

cover concept D?", or "List all coverings for concept D". n~kes the universal statement

Vxy[M(z, y) - A(Z) A B(y)l.

Loom requires that the concepts or relations ap- Knowledge about domain and range constraints is

pearing in a covering. disjointness class, or disjoint- referenced during the *model-building" phase, when the

covering must all be primitite. The philosophical jus- initial definitions of concepts and relations are being

•ification for this restriction is that if one or more of the refined and checked for coherence. In this context, these

members or the covering and/or disjointness class are not constraints function as "integrity constraints'.

1 rimitie then either (i) the covering and/or disjointness .
5.1.5. Individual Concepts

relations could have been logically inferred on the basis* ~Marking a concept as "individual" means that its
of other knowledge or (ii) such relation(s) could be

extension has cardinality at most one. We have iden-
tified some inferences that can be made on the basis ofan,'di.-ohutne.'., declaration is redundant, and should be individual markings on concepts, but none of these in-

Iropped. In the latter case, there must have been some- ferences are particularly useful. Thus, this feature cur- %
thing left unm-ated about the non-primitive concepts, eecsaepriurluef.Thtisetreu-

hingeftusttedaout thre nonprimitive crently serves only as a place-holder, awaiting a user who

w hich suggest- that they are in fact primitive, will conceive of a use for it.

The implementors of the NIKL system encountered
The presence of the "individual" marking is a parta practical reason for requiring members of a disjointness of Loom's NIKL heritage. Because most applications of

cla..s to i . primitive. That restriction prevented an NIKL operated without an ABox - individual concepts
anomaly v hich arose in a situation in which so-called served in lieu of real ABox instances.

"incohierent" ,oncepts were being classified. The pos-

'ifilitv of a siinil:ar anonialv arising in conjunction with 5.2. Stable and Non-Stable Classifiers

.'overing &cla.ations has not yet been explored. Consider the following scenario: A rather shady-

looking character produces from his capacious overcoat a
W'e a1C ,',,nsidering omitting the disjoint. clause a-

large black box, which he claims is a seventh-generation
'.,,gether fro>m the Lcx~ti language, owing to the obser- classifier of terminological knowledge, guaranteed to

%atiun that we have not yet encountered the use of a dis- produce sound (although not necessarily complete) in-

jointness declaration in a context where an obvious cover- ferences very quickly. We decide to test out his BBC
ing relation did not also exist, i.e., where (black-box classifier). First we store into the BBC the
dis; oin.- cov.ering could not have been substituted: Our definitions of two concepts which we call A and B. We

syntactic requirement that a disjointness clas be defined than ask the BBC "Does B specialize A"., and it

rc.:itivc i., a :iarticul:,r concept anticipates this future
responds (very quickly) "No*. Next, we enter a fewr v..,t ricti,;.
more definitions into the B[3C. and again ask the BBC

5.1.4. Domain and Range Restrictions "Does B specialize A'" This time, its rapid rejoinder is

I: ::l si:" :. "ran.c. . ciau.se!. which appear "Yes"! Should we biuy his 113C ihis price is tery

• it : ',, - 'lawse t:ttc ucessary conditions reasonable)? ..e

%l
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The answer is no: Let us define a stable classifier TBox. The stability of the TBox classifier derives from

(or recognizer) to be one which produces the same the restrictions we place on what kinds of knowledge are

answers to subsumption questions independently of ad- classed as terminological in the TBox, not from the par-

ditions or subtractions to/from the knowledge base (here ticular inference algorithm chosen -- we deliberately ex-
we assume that no concept definitions are modified, and clude from the TBox classes of knowledge which intro-

that at no time does the knowledge base contain un- duce non-stable behavior.

defined references). "Stability" is a highly-desirable fea-

ture in a TBox, because it provides a certain guarantee 5.3. Modeling and Classification of Universal

that when TBox knowledge is shared across several Knowle ge

knowledge bases (e.g., by several applications) it will This section represents a long engineering note. We ,

retain the same "meaning" in each of those contexts, first describe the internal model adopted by Loom to

We propose that "stability" be considered a test which represent universal knowledge, and then give some in-

serves to exclude some reasoners from being considered sight into the workings of Loom's UBox classification at-

TBox classifiers. ("Soundness" should be another TBox gorithm.

requirement). The Loom Tbox of an example of a stable

classifier; our friend's BBC is not stable. In a Loom concept network, separate objects, which

we shall refer to as CT and CU, are defined to represent

The Loom TBox classifier/recognizer is not stablel the TBox and UBox knowledge associated with a single

Consider the Cars KB in Figure A-1. Suppose we make concept C.9 CT contains exactly the definitional

the following assertions (terminological) component of C. Cu contains both the

(assert (otor-Vehicle BPV) (2-Person-Vehicle BPV) definitional and contingent knowledge knowledge as-
(Battery-Powered-Engine E) sociated with C. Thus, by construction, CU always spe-
(has-component BPV E))

Now we ask, "Is BPV an instance of 2-Person-Car?" The cializes CT. An implies link links CT to CU, and has the

UBox recognizer will make the following inferences meaning Vx[C 2{x) -* Cz)j. In other words, CT implies

(Battery-Powered-Vehicle BPV) Cu.
(Car BPV) because of the "implies" axiom(2-Person-Car BPV) Within a UTBox concept, contingent restrictions and

and conclude "Yes". However, if we remove the defini- constraints are merged into a single definition, and are

tion for Battery-Powered-Vehicle (or if it never existed) classified according to that definition. Suppose, for ex- .'p

and re-run the UBox recognizer, it will not conclude ei- ample, that we made the following declarations:

ther (car BPV) or (2-Person-Vehicle BPV) .8 On the (defconcept C (:restriction R (:min 1)) ,-_

other hand, if we run the Loom TBox recognizer on the (:axioms (:reutriction S (:min 1)))) b

(defconcept D (:restriction R (:msn 1)) 'i,'
same knowledge base and assertions, it will fail in both (:restriction S (:min ))) %

cases to recognize that BPV is a car (or a 2-person car). X

This behavior occurs because the axiom

"Battery-Powered-Vehicle implies Car" is invisible to the 9Browsers of Loom knowledge bases should be aware of the follow- % e'
ing: Loom maintains separate name spaces for TBox objects and '..

UBox objects. In the TBox name space, only TBox objects are P8Note: This does not mean that it cop.'ludes "-(Car BPV)*. It Visible, and Ct has . In the Tname spteBox, only LBox objects ,
merely fails to infer "(Car BPV)" - the L3ox classifier is not a non- T
monotonic reasoner, are visible, and Cu has the name "C'.

,.t ,

'.W '4 %. .. .. . . .%. %
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The classifier cannot distinguish between the objects CU section 5.2 which traced the recognition of the object

and DT. and hence will merge these two concepts. "BPV" . One of the algorithm's starting points is the
concept 2-Poruon-Vobtcle. If we visit its child ,.,

Implicationis are modeled as follows: Suppose we cnet2Pro-eil. I evstiscid0
2-Person-Car and make the test (2-Person-Car X) before

ieclare having traversed the "implies" link between

(efconcept implies ))) Batery-Povered-Vebc"T cad

Rather than placing, say, an "implies" link between Au BatteryPoerd-VahiC1u, we would receive a negative

and B.. Loom captures the semantics of the implication answer. Traversing that link causes us to acquire the

axiom by merging all of the knowledge in BU into AU (in knowledge (Car BPV). After this point, the test

effect. "compiling out" the "implies" link). Equivalence (2-Person-Car X) returns in the affirmative. Hence, the

relations add nothing new to the model, since they just first test to see if X was a 2-person car represented

consist of cycles of implication relations. If we declared wasted effort.

that "A implies B", and also that "B implies A", Loom
One practical consequence of non-stability is that

would merge Bt into At.. and would also merge AU into the ordering of subsumption tests is more critical for

Be.. making '\L and BC. identical. The classifier would UBox classification than for TBox classification. Further-!lw',:,ri ., th- (- into a single L'1Box concept. 1 .01!,,(
h . n s e omore, it is not always the case that careful ordering of

Lo~ms internal model of three of our original four subsumption tests can avoid the necessity to repeat some

categories of universal knowledge can thus be ac- subsumption tests (unless you have an "oracle" at your

complished with the addition of only one new link, the disposal). Theoretically, UBox classification could be sig-

"implies" link. 10 An important property of the model is nificantly slower than TBox classification. We have not

that, in al . the "implies" links connect more yet performed empirical tests which compare the relative

general concepts to more specific ones: The Loom (and performance of the two algorithms, but we expect that

we will be able to achieve reasonable performance from
NIIZL) TIox classifiers operate by picking an initial set

of "starting points" (concepts) and then traversing down the UBox.

"subC" links which connect each concept to those con- it6. Default Knowledge ',w"

cpts whih directly specialize it. Loom's LBox classifier 'Ir. eLoom establishes a separate "box" for representing I.P%traverses do'wn both "subC" and "implies" links. Be- ".esalshsa.eaat"bx"fr ersetn
"default knowledge" -- knowledge representing state-

cause the "sul-C" and "implies" links form an acyclic ments tments that are "typically" true, but which are not S.
directed ,ral .,. termination of the U'ox classifier is axiomatic. Conceptually, this default knowledge consists , Pgmiar: 1t ee.L ",._

of rules of the form "if nothing has been asserted or

During the p-rocess of classifying/recognizing an ob- deduced which contradicts X. then ume X".

ject X in the Box. the traversal of an "implies" link canject \V~e u ifl first discu& .% u hy the Loom architecture in-" --, ,

'ause knouv ledge to be acquired about X which is not en- '. ,
cludes a Default Box. Then we will examine the s-eman-

tailed by its definition. This is the source of the "non-
tics of the default value and closed-orll-asumption

stal ility" :,, the Box classifier. Recall the example in
constructs. Finally. we will prewie\% what the operation

iJThe fourth -4tegurN 'other" is handled by special-purpoe data of a non-monotonic cla.-ifer inight look like.

Iric.suri- ri I .- c(-trthis -hih are out.de of the scope of this di,-
%

Ile
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6.1. The Case for a Default Box in the defconcept declaration for
We reject the idea of combining assertional and Intarnal-Coabustion-Engine declares that Gasoline is the

default knowledge into a single "non-monotonic ABox". default value for the role type-of-fuel. If for some con-

Such a strategy would contradict a philosophical goal of stant NxN we have asserted

the Loom architecture: We wish to reserve the ABox for (Interaal-Coabust.ion-Engine x) , and we have made no

statements about individuals, and to extend the assertions of the form (type-of-fusl x f) , then the

representational power of the non-ABox portion of the default aumption is (type-of-fuel I Gasoline)

system so that all statements about "classes of
The act of assigning a default value can trigger a

individuals" can be represented somewhere else other

than in the ABox. The nature of default knowledge is re-classification of an ABox object. For example, after %

that it generally makes statements about classes of in- making the assertion (assert Elephant El), the process 8-

dividuals. Thus, we must consider what the implications of classiflying El as an elephant could trigger a default

are of developing yet another box. assertion color El Gray, which might then cause El to be

re-classified as a grey-elephant (if such a concept existed).

The prerequisites for defining a new "box* in the We have yet to investigate whether default values may

Loom knowledge representation framework are that (i) trigger cycles of reclassifications, and, if so, how the
we can identify a significant body of knowledge which semantics of assigning default values should be restricted

would be assigned to that box, and (ii) a specialized to prevent such cycles. ,

reasoning facility must exist to process the inferences as-

sociated with this knowledge. The Loom system does not The Loom representation of closed-world assump-

yet meet these requirements, because it is able to respond tions is another example where we can elicit useful
to only two very specialized forms of default knowledge -- default behavior in the absence of a general-purpose non-

it includes a limited treatment of default values, and it monotonic classifier. Each ABox knowledge base is as-

recognizes certain closed-world assumptions. On the aumed to have either a "closed-world" or an "open-

other hand, we already have some idea of what a (much world" interpretation. "Open-world" means that in ad-

more general) non-monotonic classifier would look like. dition to the assertions about an individual that are ex-

Its behavior is sketched below, in section 6.3. Therefore, plicatly stated in the knowledge base, there may be other

we anticipate that both prerequisites will be met in a fu- relevant assertions which have been left unstated. For

ture version of Loom. example, consider the Engines and Cars KB once again.

Suppose we make the assertions -.

6.2. Default Values and (assert (Internal-Cosbuston-Engine a)
(Cylinder cl) (Cylinder c2)

Closed-World Assumptions (Cylinder c3) (Cylinder c4)
A "default value" is a value which is assigned to fill (cylinder s cl) (cylinder e c2)

(cylinder e c3) (cylinder e c4)) -,

a role/slot for some individual in the absence of any Can we deduce (4-Cylinder-Engine e) ' The answer is
explicitly-asserted (or derived) knowledge about that role

no if we adopt an open-world assumption, because the 0
filler. For example, in our Engines and Cars KB, the possibility exists that there are 4 (or 12, or whatever)

form more cylinders which are also components of the engine it
( defaults (restriction type-of-fuel "e". On the other hand, adopting a closed-%orld as-

Vr Gasoline)))
sumption would allow us to conclude that the four

V,~~. S 6%%-..
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cylinders which are Comuponents of "e" are the only ones Consider the Birds KB in Figure A-5. Suppose we

that exist, in which case the inference have made the assertion

(4-Cyl Inde r-Engine s) is valid. (assert (Penguin Tweety))

The classifier may first deduce (Bird Tweety) , then
Loom allows one to declare selective "regions" of pick-up the attached default implication and assume ~~I

closed-world semantics within an open-world knowledge (Flying-Animal Tweety) , and then deduce
base: The declaration (Flying-Bird Tweety) Next, it may deduce

(dftaionms i..anD) (Non-Flying-Animal Tweety) from the definition ofoi
(defaults closed-world-assmption)) Penguin, and then discover that Flying-Animal and..r I

has the following interpretation: "if "D(x)" has been as- Non-Flying-Animal are disjoint. At this point, it mustI.%
serted (or cani be deduced) for some x. then for all y, retract the earlier deductions (Flying-Animal Tweety)

"\l(x. y)" is true only if it has been explicitly asserted, or and (Flying-Bird Tweety)
can be derived." The defrelation declaration for the ~
relation Cylinder in the Engines and Cars KB includes 7. Conclusion

such a closed-world assumption. This assumption allows The Loom language introduces new expressivity and

the classifier to count instances of the cylinder relation some new and powerful forms of inference into the KL-

h len attempting to recognize an object as an instance of ONE paradigm for knowledge representation. The most

the concept 4-Cylinder-Engine. significant achievement is the formulation of the UTBox,

which allows universal knowledge to be defined and
6.3. Preview of a Non-Monotonic Classifier reasoned about independently of the terminological

A non-nionotonic classifier has not yet Jeen knowledge. The UBox solves a long-standing problem of
leveloped for t he Loom architecture. We provide here a how to represent necessary and sufricient conditions, and
preview of what its behavior will be like if and when it is provides a way for a user to introduce cyclic references
c-nstructcI. w'ith the intention of stimulating the into a knowledge base without derailing the classirier.

demand for such a reasoner. Our example provides an il- ,

!ustration of lion% a classic problem in non-monotonic Looking towards the future, we have described the

r,,:.s1ning can be modeled by the Loom language. behavior of a Default Box, indicating how a classifier

might be extended to perform non-monotonic classifica- I
In the process of classifying/ recognizing an object tions. Collectively, our results suggest that we have

"x",a nn-mnotnic lasifir wll rerece othcx- taken another step in an ongoing evolution of knowledge
plicitly declared knowledge and default anowledge about reesnain ysmwhenicesng um ro

"~".andhene ma deuceclasifiatins wichare specialized forms of reasoning can be organized within a

on hail assmptons As s te cse wth BOX principled know ledge representation franiework.
classification, the classifier may a-quire additional infor-

ri1ation about "x" in the midst of the classification References .

p rocess. The possibility arises that the "acquired" 11Brachnian and Schniolze 851 Brachmian. Ri... and

know l1edg#e %W contrad~ict one (or more) of the default as- cnoe.1."nOvre~ofteK-N
Kno%%Iedg~e Hepresviitaiton Sysvnrt."(*gia

-;rnptiofl-. l:i this case, the classifier must retract any -in.Auguist I'gK . l71-216

.. ~-siict~isit basu already mnade w hich were based on

,hese non-vali I a.ssu n pt ions.
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A. Knowledge Bases

Engines and Cars Knowledge Base

(defrelation has-component :primitive (:inverse-of component-of))
(defrelation component-of :primitive)

(defconcept Horse-Power .primitive) -

(defrelation horse-power (range Horse-Power))

(defconcept Fuel :primitive)
(defrelation type-of-fuel (:range Fuel))
(defconcep. Gasoline :primitive (:specializes Fuel))
(defconcept Diesel-Oil *primitive (:specializes Fuel))

Engines
Cdef concept Engine :primitive

axioms (:restriction type-of-fuel (:number 1)
(restriction horse-power (:number I)

(def concept Cylinder :primitive)
(defrelation cylinders (.Specializes has-component) (.range Cylinder)P
(default. :closed-world-assumption)) I~

Cdefconcept Internal-Combusrtion-Englne (:specializes Engine)
( restriction cylinders (:min 0)

defaults
restriction type-of-fuel (:Yr Gasoline))))

(detconcept 4-Cylinder-Engine (:specializes Engine)
(*restrictilon cylinders (:number 4)))

... Diesel-Engines
(defconcept Glow-Plug -primitive)
(def relation compression-ratio :primitive

axioms (:domain Internal-Combustion-Engine) ( range Integer)))
kdefconcept Diesel-Oil-Engine (:specializes Engine)

restriction type-of-fuel (yvr Diesel-Oil))
axioms
(Implies Diesel-Engine)))

(def concept Thing-With-Glow-Plugs
(restriction (-vrdiff has-component Glow-Plug) ( mmin0)

axioms 5

(implies Diesel-Engine)))
(defconcept Very-High-Compression-Eagine

(constraint greater-than (compreseion-ratio) 15)
axioms e~

Implies Diesel-Engine))) 6

(defconcept Diesel-Engine primitive
specializes Internal-Combustion-Engine Diesel-Oil-Engine

.bing-With-Glow-Plugs Very-High-Compression-Engine))
(defconcept Battery-Pf ered-Engine primitive ( specializes Engine))

CarseP
(defconcept vehicle primitive)
:e!:c-nept mNtor-Vat~icle ( specializes Vebicle)

restriction C vrdiff has-component Engine) ( number W))-
defconcept Battery-Powered-Vehicle ( specializes Motor-Vehicle)

(restriction ( vrdiff has-component Engine) ( yr Battery-Powered-Engine,,)
axioms C implies car)))

lef relation occupants primitive ( range Human))
Ilefc~n~ept 2-Person-Vehicle ( specializes Vehicle)

(restriction occupants ( as 2)))
lefconcept Car primitive ( specializes Vehicle)

:T.Ies motor-vehicle))) ®
le.ccj--pt 2-Perso.n-Car (specializes Car 2-Person-vehiciev

Figure A-1: Engine. anol Cam
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Numeric Comparison Knowledge Bases

Numeric Comparison Predicates
(del relation numeric-comparison :primitive (:specializes compute-Relation)

(:axioms
(:domain Real-Number) (:range Real-Number)
(:covering greater-or-equal lee-or-equal)))

(defrelation greater-than :primitive (-upeciaiixes greater-or-equal not-equal)
(:annotation
(:membermbip-test (lambda (domain range) 0 domain range)))))

(defrelation loes-than :primitive (:mpecililz** less-or-equal not-equal)
(:annotation

(:membersbip-test (lambda (domain range) (< domain range)))))
(defrelation equal :primitive (:specializes greater-or-equal loe-or-equal) 8

(: annotation
(membership-test (lambda (domain range) (oql domain range)))))

(defrelation not-equal :primitive ( specializes numeric-comparison)
Caxioms
( disjoint-covering greater-than less-than)))

(def relation greater-or-equal :primitive (:specializes numeric-comparlsor')
axioms
(disjoint-covering equal greater-than)))

(defrelation less-or-equal :primitive (Impecializes nimeric-comparison)
(axioms

disjoint-covering equal less-than)))

Figure A-2: Numeric Comparison -z

Sets and Intervals Knowledge Base

Sex
(defconcept Animal primitive)P
(defeat Sex ( values Male Female) ( partitions Animal)) ~

Navy Rankings
(defconcept Navy-Person primitive)
(defconcept Military-Rank primitive)
(defrelation Rack ( range Military-Rank))
(del relation Naval-Rank primitive specializes Rank) I

axioms ( domain Navy-Person) Crange Naval-Rank))

(del interval Naval-Rtak primitive (specializes Military-Rank
(Values Seaman-Recruit Seaman-Apprentice Seaman Petty-Offlcer-Thlrd-Class

Petty-Officer-Second-Class Petty-Officer-First-Class Chlef-Petty-Officer%
Senior-Chief -Petty-Officer Waster-Cief -Petty-Officer ..
Ensign Lieutesant-Junlor-Grade Lieutenat Lieutenant-Commander O
Commander Captain Commodore Rear-Admiral Vice-Admiral Admiral)

(partitions Navy-Person Csuffix nil)))
(defeat Naval-Officer-Rank Cspecializes Naval-Rank) ( values [Ensign Adalral:))

Numbers
(del concept Real-Number primitive 0%w

annotation .'

membership-test (lambda (self) (nuinberp self)))))

(def interval Integer primitive ( specializes Real-Mumber)
values [-INFIN17Y INFINITY])

annotation
(mebrship-test (lambda (self) (intagerp self)))0%%
(predecessor-fa (lambda (self) (I- self))) .%,
successor fn (lambda (self) (I- self)))))P%

(definterval Natural-Number ( specializes Integer) ( values 0 INFIN17Y
(definterval Posi.tive-Integer ( specializes Integer) ( values W*W7'
(deflnterval Notn Negative Integer ( specializes Integer)

va.ues 14F:MITY -I' 'l INFINITY)

Figure A-3 -. o 1 1:



Familial Relations ;nowledge Base

* Person
(defconcept Person primitive)

Fm Ulial Relations
(defrelation parent primitive
( axioms ( domain Person) (:range Person)))

(defrelation father ( specializes parent) ( range Male))
(def relation grandparent (:composition-of parent parent))
(defrelation grandfather (.composition-of parent father))
(defrelation ancestor (:closure-of parent))
(defrelation child( inverse-of parent))
(defrelatlon sibling (composition-of parent child) (:specializes not-equal))
(defrelation brother ( specializes sibling) (:range sale))

Figure A-4: Familial Relations

Birds Knowledge Base

(defconcept. Animal primitive %
axioms ( disjoint-covering Flying-Animal Non-Flying-Animal)))

(defconcept Flying-Anial primitive ( specializes Animal))
(defconcept Non-Flying-Animal :primitive (:specializes Animal))

(defconcept Bird primitive ( specializes Animal)
(defaults ( implies Flying-Animal)))

(defconcept Flying-Bird ( specializes Bird Flying-Antial))
(defconcept. Penguin primitive ( specializes Bird Non-Flying-Animal))

Figure A-S: Birds

11. Semantics of Term-Deflning Constructs

Loom Expression. Semantcs of e.

(dfcuncept ( spec i-as C, C2)) )s ICICl(z) A IIC20(s)

(defconcept ( restriction M (vi C))) )a Vp(MJN41Jrz, Y) - OCDO(,) "% -

(defconcept reetriction M (mein a))) X 3 a distinct We A, Il4l(Z. V.)

Idefconcept ( restriction M (ma in))) kg. P 2+1 detei y A, M lV)1".z.;

defconcept (constraint CR (111 %) (S Sl))) ks VV,s(IJR1DeP4LR.Vi ) A

(dcfsocpt ( contraint CR (R1 R2 ) .)) XI Wp(1jRljjefP.2l(z, I) - [CRIy, v))

(defrelxuaon (specials %11 NiY2 ) )k.Iy PJMIP(s. V) A ?'N22('. v)

fdetrriat,on ( Qr -o C )) k). HCO(y, )

.delr ,ton ( inerse-of N)) kls,V r~ljyj(. S)

(Af-aincompoeitton-of XZ1 M1)) s M L(hIXI. p

IIM)
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